Shooters will start at the starting position with an Ironsight rifle. Shooters will move to the first shooting position and engage the target from a kneeling position. Shooters will move to the second shooting position and engage the target from a seated position position. Shooters will move to the third shooting position and engage the target from a standing position. Shooters will move to the fourth shooting position and engage the target from a squatting position. Shooters will then move to the pistol targets and engage targets there.

Time will stop when the last target is down.

Teams will not draw pistols until in the pistol area.

Shooters must move together as a team.

Weapons must be safe when moving.

Teams will carry all gear needed for the event.

Dropping a rifle or pistol will result in a DQ for this event.

Total Rounds: 8 carbine + 12 pistol rounds

Targets: B34 + reactive

Range: 75 to 15 yards